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!   Hypernuclear spectroscopy in Hall A 
!  12C, 16O, 9Be, H 

!   Next step: angular distribution (elementary reaction) 

!   Experimental issues 
!   forward angle (septum magnets) 

!   PID 
!   TOF 
!   aerogel detector 
!   RICH 



HYPERNUCLEAR PHYSICS 
!   Hypernuclei are bound states of nucleons with a strange baryon (Λ)  

!   Extension of physics on N-N interaction to system with S#0  

!   Internal nuclear shell  
  are not Pauli-blocked 
  for hyperons 

!   Spectroscopy 

Unique aspects of strangeness many body problems Λ - N interaction 

a “laboratory” to study 



ΛN interaction 
(r) 

Each of the 5 radial integral (V, Δ, SΛ , SN, T) can be  phenomenologically 
determined from the low lying level structure of p-shell hypernuclei 
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✔ most of information is carried out by the spin dependent part   
✔ doublet splitting determined by Δ, σΛ, T	




High resolution, 
high yield, and 

systematic study 
is essential 

using 
electromagnetic 

probe 

and 

BNL    3 MeV 

Improving energy 
resolution 

KEK336   2 MeV 

         ~ 1.5 MeV 

new aspects of hyernuclear structure 
production of mirror hypernuclei 
energy resolution ~ 500 KeV 

635 KeV 635 KeV 



good energy resolution 

reasonable counting rates 

forward angle 

     do not degrade HRS    

minimize beam energy instability 

  “background free” spectrum 

  unambiguous K identification 

High Pk/high Ein (Kaon survival) 

1.  ΔEbeam/E : 2.5 x 10-5  

2. ΔP/P     :  ~ 10-4 

3. Straggling, energy loss… 

~ 500- 600 keV 



JLAB Hall A Experiment E94-107 

Ebeam = 4.016, 3.777, 3.656 GeV 
Pe= 1.80, 1.57, 1.44 GeV/c           Pk= 1.96   GeV/c 

θe = θK = 6° 
W ∼ 2.2 GeV   Q2 ~ 0.07 (GeV/c)2 

Beam current : <100 µA  Target thickness : ~100 mg/cm2 

Counting Rates ~ 0.1 – 10 counts/peak/hour 

A.Acha, H.Breuer, C.C.Chang, E.Cisbani, F.Cusanno, C.J.DeJager, R. De Leo, R.Feuerbach, 
S.Frullani, F.Garibaldi*, D.Higinbotham, M.Iodice, L.Lagamba, J.LeRose, P.Markowitz, S.Marrone, 
R.Michaels, Y.Qiang, B.Reitz, G.M.Urciuoli, B.Wojtsekhowski, and the Hall A Collaboration 
and Theorists: Petr Bydzovsky, John Millener, Miloslav Sotona 

E94107 COLLABORATION 

Ε-98-108. Electroproduction of Kaons up to Q2=3(GeV/c)2 (P. Markowitz, M. Iodice, S. Frullani, G. 
Chang spokespersons) 

E-07-012. The angular dependence of 16O(e,e’K+)16N and H(e,e’K+)Λ  (F. Garibaldi, M.Iodice, J. 
LeRose, P. Markowitz spokespersons)  (run : April-May 2012) 

 Kaon collaboration 



hadron arm 

septum magnets	


RICH Detector	


electron 
arm 

aerogel first generation	


aerogel second generation	


To be added to do the experiment 

Hall A deector setup 





Analysis of the reaction 9Be(e,e’K)9LiΛ	

preliminary 





Background fit on the left and right side 



Fit with fixed resolution (form previous experiment) 



The energy axis is in binding energy calculated from the b. e. of the parent nucleus (Be-9) (how changes the b.e.  
if you put Lambda instead of p in s shell) 



Be windows H2O “foil” 

Η2Ο “foil”	




1H (e,e’K)Λ 

16O(e,e’K)16NΛ	


1H (e,e’K)Λ,Σ 

Λ	


Σ	


Results on the WATERFALL target - 16O and 1H 

  Water thickness from elastic cross section on H 
  Precise determination of the particle momenta and beam energy 
    using the Lambda and Sigma peak reconstruction (energy scale calibration) 



Fit 4 regions with 4 Voigt functions 
χ2

/ndf = 1.19 

0.0/13.76±0.16	


   Results on 16O target – Hypernuclear Spectrum of 16NΛ  

Theoretical model based on : 
SLA p(e,e’K+)Λ (elementary process) 
ΛN interaction fixed parameters from 

KEK and BNL 16ΛO spectra 
•  Four peaks reproduced by theory 
•  The fourth peak (Λ in p state) 

position disagrees with theory. 
This might be an indication of a 

large spin-orbit term SΛ 



Fit 4 regions with 4 Voigt functions 
χ2

/ndf = 1.19 

0.0/13.76±0.16	


Binding Energy BΛ=13.76±0.16 MeV 
Measured for the first time with this 

level of accuracy  
(ambiguous interpretation from 

emulsion data; interaction involving Λ 
production on n more difficult to 

normalize) 	


Within errors, the binding energy and the 
excited levels of the mirror hypernuclei 
16OΛ and 16NΛ (this experiment) are in 
agreement, giving no strong evidence of 
charge-dependent effects 

 Results on 16O target – Hypernuclear Spectrum of 16NΛ  
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H target – The elementary process 1H(e,e’K)Λ 	

JLab hypernuclear experiments detect K+ at small angles & low Q2 (close to photon-point) 
Region not covered existing photo- and electroproduction data CLAS, SAPHIR, and LEPS 

Models differ drastically in this region.  
Also makes interpretation of obtained hypernuclear spectra 

difficult. 

Lack forward 
angle data 



p(e,e'K+)Λ on Waterfall 
Production run 

Expected data from E07-012, study 
the angular dependence of  
p(e,e’K)Λ and 16O(e,e’K)16NΛ  

at low Q2 

Results on H target – The p(e,e’K)Λ  Cross Section 

p(e,e'K+)L on LH2 Cryo Target 
Calibration run 



• None of the models is able to describe the data over the entire range 
• New data is electroproduction – could longitudinal amplitudes dominate? 

Results on H target – Angular distribtribution 



Results on H target – Transverse estimate 

o  Estimate of purely transverse amplitudes 
o  Still greater than most models predict 	




Λ {	


Σ0 {	


Λ drops with increasing 
Q2 

Σ0 essentially flat with 
Q2 



Λ drops with increasing Q2 
Σ0 essentially flat with Q2 
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Λ slight rise with increasing ΘCM ? 
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Λ drops with increasing 
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Λ drops with increasing Q2 
Σ0 essentially flat with Q2 

Λ {	


Σ0 {	


Λ slight rise with increasing ΘCM ? 
Σ0 essentially flat with ΘCM 

Λ, Σ0 essentially flat with W,  
as expected from photoproduction 
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Λ drops with increasing Q2 
Σ0 essentially flat with Q2 

Λ {	


Σ0 {	


Λ slight rise with increasing ΘCM ? 
Σ0 essentially flat with ΘCM 

Λ, Σ0 essentially flat with W,  
as expected from photoproduction 

Σ0/Λ ratio essentially flat with Q2, ~0.5 



What we learned from hydrogen data 
i)  the measurement provides the elementary reaction at the same 

kinematics as the hypernuclear measurement, providing input for 
hypernuclear calculations 

ii)  There were no data here before, and the cross section is bigger 
than some models expected.  

iii)  This is an unseparated cross section.   Longitudinal amplitudes can 
contribute, but even if we are generous and let sigma_L = 
0.5*sigma_T, the transverse cross section is big. 

  
viii) Statistics allows us to bin this data somewhat, and the W  

behavior is flat.   The Q2 dependence falls as expected.   It is 
pretty flat with Theta_CM too but maybe is rising.   

v)  The Sigma0 also is in the spectra.   The behavior is flat with 
respect to Q2, W, t, and Theta_CM.   [Remember Theta_CM is 
equivalent to t.] 

vi)  The ratio of Lambda to Sigma0 is ~0.5, less than the 0.6 in 
photoproduction at 22 degrees, more than the 0.15 that the QHD 
models predict. 



How? 

The interpretation of the hypernuclear spectra is difficult because of the lack 
of relevant information about the elementary process. 

In this kinematical region models for the K+- Λ electromagnetic production on 
protons differ drastically 

The ratio of the hypernuclear and elementary cross section measured at the 
same kinematics is almost model independent at very forward kaon scattering 
angles  

Why? 



Electroproduction of hypernuclei 	

                           ε  +  Α  ->  ε’  +  Κ+  +  Η	


in DWIA (incoming/outgoing particle momenta are ≥ 1 GeV) 

- Jµ(i) – elementary hadron current in lab frame (frozen-nucleon approx.) 

-  χγ  –  virtual-photon wave function (one-photon approx., no Coulomb 
distortion) 
- χK    ‒ distorted kaon w. f. (eikonal approx.  with 1st order optical potential) 

-ΨA(ΨH)  - target nucleus (hypernucleus)  nonrelativistic wave 
functions (shell model - weak coupling model)  



two groups of models differing by the 
treatment of hadronic vertices show 

LARGE DIFFERENCES  

The theoretical description is poor in the kinematical region relevant for 
hypernuclear calculations	


many models on the market which differ just in the choice of the resonances"

The p(e,e’K+)Λ  electromagnetic X-section  

sharp damping of X-section, connected to 
the fundamental ingredients of the 
models, for the hadronic form factors. 

Photo-production existing data and model predictions 

Electro-production model predictions 



The results differ not only in the 
magnitude of the X-section (a 
factor 10) but also in the angular 
dependence (given by a different 
spin structure of the elementary 
amplitudes for smaller energy (1.3 
GeV) where the differences are 
smaller than at 2 GeV 

Measuring the angular dependence 
of the hypernuclear cross section, 
we may discriminate among models 
for the elementary process.  



kinematics and counting rates 

Waterfall Target thicknes = 130 mg/cm2 
Beam current = 100 µA 

beam time request	


SNR ≥ 6	




Kaon Identification through Aerogels 

The PID Challenge 
 Very forward  angle  --->  high background of π and p 
- TOF and 2 aerogel in not sufficient for unambiguous K identification !	


AERO1 
 n=1.015 

AERO2 
 n=1.055 

p 
k 
π 

ph = 1.7 : 2.5 GeV/c 

Protons = A1•A2 

Pions    = A1•A2 
Kaons   = A1•A2 

p 
k All events 

π 

k 



RICH detector  –C6F14/CsI proximity focusing RICH 

Chϑ
“MIP” 

Performances  
- Np.e. # of detected photons(p.e.) 
- and  σθ  (angular resolution) 
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The RICH detector at Jefferson Lab 

RICH flying to hunt kaons  

into the detector hut  



RICH – PID – Effect of ‘Kaon selection  

π	
 P 

K 

Coincidence Time selecting kaons on Aerogels and on RICH 

AERO K AERO K && RICH K 

Pion 
rejection 
factor ~ 
1000 



Conclusions 



Backup slides 





The p(e,e’K+)Λ  electromagnetic X-section  
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LeptJAt CEBAF energies non-perturbative 

QCD degrees of freedom have to be 
taken into account. 

- IN PRINCIPLE: the amplitude can be calculated in QCD. IN PRACTICE: semi-phenomenological 
description Quantum HadronDynamics(QHD), degrees of freedom, nucleon, kaon, resonances. 
A diagrammatic semi-phenomenological approach based on hadronic field theories (effective 

hadronic Lagrangian - QHD) is likely well applicable in the description of the process  
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Cross-Check of Event Selection and Systematics   

Miniworkshop on Hypernuclear Spectroscopy, Rome, 15th-16th  December 2009 

•  Preliminary check of the background subtraction (off-CT vs fit at 
negative Excitation Energy) 

•  Preliminary check on dependence of missing-mass reconstruction on 
run-number, day/night, kinematics variables, etc 

•  Cross-check of quality improvement with the run 
(event) selection  

•  check (or determination) of the binding energy  
from  the missing mass: quasi-free background,  
absolute reference (Waterfall target), other  

experiments 

•   rough check of the absolute cross-section  
calculation 



Peak Searching 

Miniworkshop on Hypernuclear Spectroscopy, Rome, 15th-16th  December 2009 

A χ2-based algorithm is used to detect the individual peaks 
out of the background fluctuations (Y. Qiang et al, the 

search of pentaquark partners) 



Fitting Procedure 

Miniworkshop on Hypernuclear Spectroscopy, Rome, 15th-16th  December 2009 

•  Assuming the number of peaks according to “the search 
procedure”, individual and global fit with Voigt function is 

performed (ROOT) 

•  The leading parameter is c2 

•  When peak shape of width is “strange”, complex  
structure is verified 

•   Fit returns peak position, strength, errors. 

•  SNR is evaluated (when possible) 



Radiative Corrections 

Miniworkshop on Hypernuclear Spectroscopy, Rome, 15th-16th  December 2009 

MonteCarlo based iterative procedure is used to take into 
account of the radiative tail of the peak 



Background fit (5 MeV on the left of the g.s.) 



Background fit only on the left 






